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ABSTRACT
A design tool has been developed to enhance aircraft
passenger satisfaction. It can be used by systems designers
for conducting tradeoff analyses of future aircraft interior
environments and for evaluating existing aircraft. The
effect of aircraft interior motion and noise on passenger
comfort and satisfaction has been modelled. The effects of
individual aircraft noise sources have been accounted for.
Further, the impact of noise on passenger activities and
noise levels to safeguard passenger hearing have been
investigated. ,The motion-noise effect models not only
provide a means for tradeoff analyses between noise and
motion variables, but they also provide a framework for
optimizing noise reduction among noise sources. The data
for the models have been collected on-board commercial
aircraft flights and specially scheduled (flight and ground)
tests.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to develop a design tool for
systems designers to evaluate existing aircraft passenger
satisfaction and to conduct tradeoff analyses of future
aircraft interior environments for passenger satisfaction.
The major objective is to obtain a quantitative relationship
(model) between the interior environment of an aircraft and
passenaer satisfaction._ J
1.1 Background
The classes of aircraft chosen for this study are those
used in the current commuter air transportation system.
These aircraft have many interior environment problems
(1-4). Both passengers and crew feel that much can be
done to improve their satisfaction with the ride quality,
which is an important mode-choice-factor.
In addition to the users (passengers and flight crew)
and the operators (management and ground personnel), non-users
(viz. the surrounding community), manufacturers and the
government are affected by the commuter air transportation
system. Figure 1.1 illustrates the components in the
commuter air transportation system acceptance problem. This
study will be restricted to investigating user satisfaction,
or more specifically, passenger satisfaction.
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1.2 Passenger Satisfaction Factors
A number of factors contribute to passenger satisfaction.*
Some of the important components of satisfaction (5-8) are
given in Figure 1.2. The relationships between satisfaction
and these underlying variables are given in a number of
articles (6-15), and so will not be repeated here.
As Figure 1.3 (16) illustrates, safety and reliability
are judged to be the most important variables, time savings,
convenience and comfort are "very important", and the rest
of the factors "somewhat important". In order to ensure
passenger satisfaction, both safety and reliability have to
be guaranteed. Once these are satisfied, time savings,
convenience and comfort become the factors determining
passenger satisfaction. Comfort has been chosen for study
here for the following reasons:
(a) Among the satisfaction factor groups (Table 1.1) ,
the hardware systems designer has more control
over vehicle inputs, which affect comfort and
ability to work. Since comfort and ability to
work are strongly interrelated (5), comfort
was chosen.
(b) In order to remain a viable alternative in the
face of future competition, passenger comfort has
to be improved.
*Passenger satisfaction is assessed by the percentage of
passengers who are willing to ride on the system again. This
is discussed in more detail sUbsequently.
4I Other II
Improve
on-Board
= f (Aesthetics, Decor,
and ground Plushness, etc. )
System
Surrounding
Improve on-
= f (i'loJ:kspace, VehicleBoard
Working environment, Seat
EnvJ.ronment Characteristics, etc
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r"1.ore and f (Quality of food,Better =
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~
Improve Passenger
Satisfaction \'lith
the commuter Air
Transportation
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Passenger comfort, etc. )
Comfort
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The System time, etc. )
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Figure 1.2 Relationship
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)
a. Effects of Inputs during Travel in Vehicle:
Comfort (ride and cabin environment)
Ability to work (read, write, etc.)
b. System Characteristics Effects:
6
Safety
Time on the System
Travel Cost
Aesthetics (surroundings)
c. Passenger Related Inputs:
Demographic features,
Reliability
Convenience
Service
etc.
I
I
I
I
I.
I·
I·
I
I
I
Motivation,
Socio-economic features,
System impressions,
Value system, etc.
TABLE 1.1
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PASSENGER
SATISFACTION FACTORS AND UNDERLYING
VARIABLES (8,9)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
7
The relationship between passenger comfort t and passenger
satisfaction, as formulated in previous studies, is illustra-
ted in Figure 1.4 (5).
1.3 Passenger Comfort
There are many factors which affect passenger comfort.
The functional relationships between passenger comfort and
some of its important factors (5,8,10-14) are given in
Figure 1.5. McFarland (17) has summarized the relationship
between comfort and environmental factors based upon findings
available through 1953 (see Figure 1.6). His results are
not useful for this study since he assumes independence among
the variables. The chart does not provide a means for com-
bining the effects due to the simultaneous presence of many
variables. Further the data base, on which his results are
based, is inadequate. The criteria given in Figure 1.6
should be used only as qualitative guidelines.
Jacobson (13) has summarized the work through 1972.
Most of the references' in the literature deal with optimum
levels of the variables for comfort (e.g. 8,13,14,18-25).
Relatively few publications describe quantitative relation-
ships between comfort and the underlying factors. A
summary of the literature is presented in Table 1.2 t . In
the~tablei~comfortmodels for motion, noise, temperature,
pressure change and seat factors are also described. These
t For the. comfort responses used in this study - low numbers
represent the comfortable end of the scale, and high numbers
the uncomfortable end. See Table 2.2 for the seven point
scale used.
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models can be combined to yield the cumulative comfort C
s
'
formulated as (21),
where
(1. 6)
+ C
s·p
(1.7)
•
•
•
I
'I
I
I
C
Sman
' CSseat - subject comfort response due to
seat/maneuver
The formulation assumes that comfort due to the three
factors, viz., environment, maneuvers and seating are
independently assessed and that the maximum is the perceived
comfort.
Among the comfort models, the effects of motion and
seat comfort are known with a great deal of confidence
(23,25). The influence of other environmental factors is·
only partially known.
References (1,5,8,16,21-24) indicating passenger
perceptions of environmental variables affecting comfort
revealed that noise is one of the most important factors
(Figure 1.7) (16), and that over 65% of the passengers
find commuter aircraft interior noise uncomfortable
(Figure 1.8) (16). In addition opinions of pilots operating
general aviation aircraft, indicated their number one concern
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to be the noise environment, with 84% feeling more research
was needed to provide a quieter interior. Further,
passenger feelings revealed cabin noise and vibration as the
items requiring most improvement (1).
These observations, then, point out the importance of
assessing the effect of noise on passenger comfort and
satisfaction.
1.4 Aircraft Interior Noise
Most of the literature dealing with the effect of noise
on people is related to the impact of exterior noise on
community acceptance rather than that of interior noise on
passengers (13,26-31). Because of differences in motivation,
psychological factors and duration of exposure, community
noise results are not applicable here.
Although interior cabin noise was investigated as early
as 1951 (32), little is known about the relationship of
noise to passenger acceptance. Most articles deal primarily
with documenting interior noise data but do not relate
these data to comfort, annoyance or acceptance. Most
notable of these have been Gasaway (33) for military aircraft
and Lane (34) for medium-to-large commercial jet aircraft.
A summary of interior noise data for many types of transpor-
tation systems can be found in references (2,35).
The impact of cabin interior noise on the flight crew
has been the subject of a few investigations [e.g. (33,36-38)].
•I
I
I
*See Appendix E, for definition of noise indicies.
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(a) assess the impact of aircraft interior noise
on passenger psychological reactions as a function'of the
sources causing the noise,
(b) assess the impact of noise on passenger tasks,
(c) establish an operational safe noise exposure
criterion to protect passenger hearing, and
(d) select a psychological descriptor which is
strongly related to both the environmental variables and
passenger satisfaction.
The study will enable:
(a) the system designer to perform cost/benefit
analyses on improvements in interior noise and motion
environments,
(b) the assessment of ill-effects due to noise on
passengers and the establishment of goals for interior
noise reduction, and
(c) the application of this methodology to other modes
of transportation •
•I
I
CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this chapter, the test design, questionnaire
development and procedure for separation of noise effects
will be described. An objectives tree for this study is
shown in Figure 2.1. Noise hearing threshold (Box 121) and
physiological responses were not investigated.
2.1 Test Phases
Since the aim of this study is to model passenger
reactions, commercial flight tests were conducted. On
these flights, passenger psychological factors (such as
motivation, attitudes, flight feelings, etc.) that may
affect their responses to the flight exist. However,
passenger reactions were obtained only once during each of
these flights, reflecting their overall flight feelings,
thus restricting the available data ~or modelling. Further,
since the flight environment cannot be modified on these
flights, the confidence and range of applicability of the
empirical models (relating passenger reactions to the flight
environment) are also limited [because of lack of spread of
data - Ref. (22,52)]. In order to resolve these problems,
special flights, both semicontro11ed and controlled, were
conducted. The controlled flights involved flight environ-
ment modification (resulting in wider range of application
19
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of models), and collection of subject* responses for many
segments in each flight (larger data base). However, to
increase realism, semicontrolled flights were conducted,
which established a link between the controlled and
commercial flights. During these flights, subject responses
to the flight (as in the controlled flights) were obtained,
for flight environments which resembled the commercial
flights.
Further, a few environmental tests (flight and ground
tests) were conducted to survey interior noise at various
locations within the aircraft and to obtain noise source
characteristics. These tests were necessitated due to the
difficulty of conducting detailed surveys with passengers
on board.
In all, data were collected in the following test
phases:
Commercial Flights
Semicontrolled Flights
Controlled Flights
Environmental Tests:
Flight Tests
Ground Tests
~ Special Flights
A schematic description of the test phases is shown
in Figure 2.2. These tests enabled an increase in confidence
and increase in range of application of the satisfaction models.
*Subjects are trained personnel, whose purpose in flying
on-board these flights, is to evaluate the flight in more detail.
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2.1.1 Test Phase Data
Three types of data were collected, viz., aircraft
information, environmental data, and subjective responses
(see Figure 2.3). Not all data were collected for all
test phases (see Table 2.1). Aircraft information included
a description of the power plant characteristics, aircraft
performance characteristics, aircraft interior information,
etc. (see Appendix A) .
2.1.1.1 Environmental Data
All the factors that significantly affect subjective
comfort were measured. The environmental variables included
motion, noise (both level and spectra), temperature and
pressure change. Further general flight information such
as cruise altitude, cruise velocity, etc., were recorded
(see Appendix C). Other environmental variables such as
lighting, were not included since they were judged to be
not important (see Figure 1.8). Further, since passenger
reaction to seating is an independent judgement (21), it
was not included.
Each flight test was divided into a number of segments
(typically 6-11 segments, each lasting for about one minute) .
Environmental data and subject responses were obtained for
each s~gment. Noise and motion data were continuously
recorded throughout the flight allowing both overall and
spectral data. In addition, temperature, and noise level
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in dBA were recorded for each segment of the flight.
Pressure information was obtained from the general flight
data.
2.1.1.2 Responses
Subjective responses to the flight environment were
obtained on all but the environmental tests. Passenger
questionnaire data were obtained only on commercial flights.
Questions on demographic factors, attitudes, motivation,
responses to the flight, on-board activities, etc. were
asked. Passengers were ,requested to fill in the question-
naire towards the end of each flight. Their responses to
the flight reflected their overalr feelings for the flight.
Comfort'was rated on a 7 point scale shown in Table 2.2.
Since passenger responses for 'all segments of a
flight could not be ,obtained for logistical reasons, subject
comfort response, based on the seven point comfort scale
(Table 2.2) was obtained for every segment of each
commercial flight. In addition, at the end of the flight,
subject comfort responses, reflecting their overall comfort
responses, were obtained. These subject comfort responses
were obtained on all tests, except the environmental tests.
Subjects also answered questionnaires on the semicontrolled
and the controlled flights.
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1 - Very Comfortable
2 - Comfortable
3 - Somewhat Comfortable
4 - Neutral
5 - Somewhat Uncomfortable
6 - Uncomfortable
7 - Very Uncomfortable
TABLE 2.2
COMFORT SCALE
27
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2.1.2 Test Phase Description
A summary of the test phases is presented in Table
2.3. A brief description of each phase is given below.
2.1.2.1 Commercial Flights
Tests were conducted on regularly scheduled commercial
airlines. Subject responses (Table 2.1) from two subjects
and environmental data were recorded for all segments.
Passenger questionnaire data and subject overall comfort
responses were also collected.
2.1.2.2 Semicontrolled Flights
Semicontrolled flight profiles were based on the
flight profiles observed on commercial flights. A
schematic of the eight segment flight profiles is shown in
Figure 2.4. The parameters varied in the semicontrolled
flights are tabulated in Table 2.4. Each of the flights
shown in the table, involved collection of general flight
information, environmental data and subject responses (to
the segments and the questionnaire) .
2.1.2.3 Controlled Flights
Controlled flight tests were conducted in order to
obtain responses to a wider variation of interior noise,
as a function of both noise level and noise sources. In
order ,to vary noise level and spectra, a number of factors
were controlled and modified during flight. These factors
are listed in Table 2.5. The relationship between these
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TABLE 2.5
NOISE - SOURCE CONTROLLABLE FACTORS
Altitude
Engine Power
Velocity
Radio (on/off)
Vent (open/closed)
Location
Flight Phase (e.g. take-off, cruise, climb/descent,
or landing)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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factors and the interior noise sources (Appendix H) are
shown in Table 2.6. The interior noise modification pro-
cedure used on these tests is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Aircraft A (see Appendix A for description), was used
on the controlled flights. The seating arrangement in the
aircraft is shown in Figure 2.6.
As part of the controlled flight tests, two flight
profiles were selected. In the flights, subjects were
exposed to variations in all noise source factors shown in
Table 2.5, except location. The flight profiles for the
two flights are described in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. Each
profile has 11 segments and each segment represents a
variation of one noise source factor from the standard
conditions, defined in the tables.
2.1.2.4 Environmental Tests
The purpose of the environmental tests was to survey
the interior noise at various locations in the aircraft
used on the controlled flight tests~both in flight and on
the ground. In both tests, only interior noise (level
and spectra) was recorded. Measurements were made at
four locations 1R, 2L, 3R and 4L, shown in Figure 2.6,
for all cases.
The environmental flight tests were conducted for
conditions identical to those in the controlled flights.
The interior noise survey was not feasible on the controlled
34
TABLE 2.6
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN-THEoCONTROLLABLE NOISE
VARIABLES AND THE UNDERLYING NOISE SOURCEsf_
.
,.
UNDERLYING NOISE SOURCES
(Appendix H)
L ENGINE
2. AERODYNAMIC NOISE
3. RADIO
4. VENT
5. AUXILIARY UNITS
FACTORS CONTROLLING
NOISE LEVELt
*A.. B, C (B), E, F,
G (B)
*A, C, F, G (C)
A, 0, F
A, B, C, E
(?)
FACTORS CONTROLLING
FREQUENCY
(ENGINE RPM)
C, (AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS)
(FUNCTION OF RADIO)
(NOZZLE PARAMETER)
(UNKNOWN)
•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
KEY: CONTROLLABLE NOISE VARIABLES
A. ALTITUDE
B. ENGINE POWER
C. VELOCITY
O. RADIO
E. VENT
F. LOCATION
G. FLIGHT PHASE
7see Key for Explanation.
*Already Accounted for Through ( ).
tSee Appendix H.
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FIGURE. -2.6. Seating Arrangement in Aircraft A•
~ During one Segment of the Controlled Flight, noise is also
measured here.
t During Environmental Tests, noise is measured at these
locations as well, for all segments .
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TABLE 2.7
PROFILE FOR CONTROLLED FLIGHT #1
Segments*:
1. Climb to 3000 ft. (rate of climb = 500'/min.)
2. Cruise at 3000 ft., 25" manifold pressure,
indicated airspeed mph, vent open
(heat on as required), no conversation
3. Climb to 5000 ft. (rate of climb = SOO'/min.)
Std.** 4. At 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, trim for
a rate of climb, (std. indicated velocity
_____mph)
5. Climb to 7000 ft. (rate of climb = SOO'/min.)
I
I
I
(Standard Turn)
6. At 7000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, trim for
a rate of climb, (indicated velocity
_____mph)
7. At 7000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, standard
velocity mph (rate of descent
'/min. )
----
B. Climb to 9000 ft. (rate of climb = 300 ' /min.)
9. At 9000 ft., 25" 'manifold pressure, trim for
o rate of climb, (indicated velocity
____mph)
10. Descent (rate of descent = BOOI/min.)
11. Land
*Subjects record their comfort responses at the end of each
segment and fill out questionnaire upon landing.
** Standard Condition.
38
TABLE 2.8
PROFILE FOR CONTROLLED FLIGHT #2
Segments * :
1.
Std. ** 2.
3.
Climb to 5000 ft., (rate of climb = 500'/min.)
Cruise at 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, std.
indicated velocity mph.
At 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, standard air-
speed +25 mph (by descending, rate of
descent = '/min.)
(Return to 5000 ft.)
4. At 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, standard air-
speed -25 mph (by climbing, rate of
climb = '/min.)
(Return to 5000 ft.)
5. 21" Manifold pressure, at standard indicated air-
speed mph, (by descending, rate of
descent - '/min.)
(Return to 5000 ft. and standard turn)
6. 23" manifold pressure, at standard indicated air-
speed mph, (by descending, rate of
descent - '/min.)
7. At 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, with radio on.
8. At 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, environmental
measurements taken at 3-L location in aircraft.
9. At 5000 ft., 25" manifold pressure, vent closed
(heat off).
I
I
I
10. Descent (rate of descent =
11. Land
*~ee Footnote Table 2.7.
**Standard Condition.
_______ ' fmin. )
I
I
I
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flights, due to the presence of the subjects. In the ground
tests, noise measurements were recorded at the four locations
for conditions shown in Table 2.9.
2.2 Questionnaire Development
In order to relate passenger responses to the environ-
ment, commercial passenger data was obtained. This was
collected during the flight using a questionnaire.
A number of questionnaires have been developed and
used as part of the previously reported ride quality
program (5,25). Since those questionnaires have proven
useful in field studies (5,25,53), the questionnaires for
this study have been modeled after them.
The questionnaire (Figure 2.7) included questions on
general information, and reactions and activities. The
purpose of the former questions is to investigate appropriate
data stratifications in analyzing the effect of environment
on reactions and activities. Passenger responses to the
second set of questions were used to determine the effect
of the flight environment on passengers and to select the
best psychological descriptor of the environment.
A review of literature (13,26) indicated that a number
of category scales are used to judge the effect of noise.
In the questionnaire used, a small number of these subjective
scales were incorporated. Based on an investigation of the
appropriateness of the psychological descriptors, with respect
to its relationship to environmental variables and sa1;isf,action,
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TABLE 2.9
TEST CONDITIONS FOR GROUND TEST
No.
1 All systems off (Background)
2 Only Radio on
3 Only Gyro on
4 Engine Power Setting - 19 11 Manifold Pressure
5 Engine Power Setting - 21" Manifold Pressure
6 Engine Power Setting - 23" Manifold Pressure
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comfort, pleasantness and annoyance were selected. Passengers
. and subjects were asked to rate flights on seven point
comfort and pleasantness scales, and then motion annoyance
and noise annoyance on five point annoyance scales. The
comfort scale was presented in Table 2.2. The pleasantness
and annoyance scales are given in Tables 2.10 and 2.11.
A summary of the questionnaire data is displayed in
Table 2.12.
2.3 Noise Effect Separation
Passenger response in an aircraft environment is
affected not only by interior noise, but also by motion,
temperature, pressure change, etc. Hence, to ascertain
the noise effects alone, they must be separated from other
effects.
The following two procedures were used to separate the
noise effects:
(a) If exogenous variable models were available,
then their effects were eliminated by analytic
techniques, and
(b) If exogenous variable models were. not available,
then the data set selected for analysis were
restricted to those cases in which the influence
of spurious .variab1es on comfort responses was
minimal.
"-"'.
TABLE 2.10
PLEASANTNESS SCALE
43
l. Very Unpleasant
2. Unpleasant
3. Somewhat Unpleasant
,-
/- 4. Neutral
5. Somewhat Pleasant
/'.....-
6. Pleasant
7. Very Pleasant
....,' ,
-
•
-...
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I
I
I
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I
I
I
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TABLE 2.11
MOTION AND NOISE ANNOYANCE SCALES
1. Not Noticeable
2. Noticeable, but not Annoying
3. Somewhat Annoying
4. Annoying
5. Very Annoying
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In the case of motion, since the relationship between
motion and comfort is known (Chapter I), motion effects
were eliminated by relating noise to the comfort response
not accounted for by motion. Since comfort models for
temperature and pressure have not been fully developed
(Chapter I), the latter procedure was used to isolate
noise effects.
i
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I
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CHAPTER III
DATA ACQUISITION
3.1 Equipment
The equipment needed to measure, record and reduce the
data are described in Appendix G and summarized in Table 3.1.
As shown in the table, flight noise and motion recordings
were subsequently reduced to yield rms motion, and 1/3
octave band noise levels respectively. Except for the ground
data reduction equipment (a PDP-II computer, General Radio
realtime analyser Model #1921, etc.) all other equipment
shown in Table 3.1 are portable and are used to measure
and/or record flight data.
The equipment used to measure and record motion, noise
and temperature data is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Sample Size for Test Phases
Sample size estimates were made for each test phase,
in order to ensure that the data base used for this study
would be adequate to obtain significant results. The
estimation procedure is described in Appendix D. The
confidence level chosen for this study is 90% (a = 0.1).
The permitted error for passenger comfort responses (<5 c )
p
and subject comfort responses ( 0 chosen for this study
c
s
were respectively,
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FIGURE 3.1 Portable Instrument Package
and Recording Equipment
(see next page) .
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a = 0.5 co7*, and
c p
o = 0.5 co7.
C
s
It was estimated from the data available from previous
studies that the square root of the variance, s, of the
passenger and subject comfort responses, c· and c respect-p s
ive1y, are
sC
p
= 0.76 co7, and
s = 0.3 co7.C
s
Using these values, sample sizes required for the tests
were determined (Table 3.2) .
3.3 Data Summary
The data collection for this study involved four test
phases, four airlines, five models of aircraft, viz. air-
craft, A through E (Appendix A), both reciprocating propeller
and turbo-prop types of aircraft, fifty three flights and
one ground test, 152 passengers, and 178 subject** flight
cases. These data are sufficient for the sample size
estimations given in Table 3.2.
A summary of the available data is presented in Table
3.3. [See Appendix C for the types of data collected].
*co7 is a unit in a seven point comfort scale (see Chapter
V for more details).
** See Appendix B for subject profiles. ,
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This table is a cross tabulation of the nuwber of test
cases vs. test phase. Table 3.4 shows the breakdown of
the data by aircraft. In Table 3.5, the range of stimuli,
to which passengers and subjects were exposed, is presented.,
The data gathered in this study is cataloged in much
more detail in reference (54) .
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TABLE 3.5
RANGE OF STIMULI EXPERIENCED BY
PASSENGERS AND SUBJECTS
Motion
•
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
rms Angular Velocities
rms Longitudinal Acceleration
rms Transverse Acceleration
rms Vertical Acceleration
Noise Level
Temperature
Pressure
Altitude
Cruise Velocity
Rate of Climb/Descent
Rate of Pressure Change
Flight Duration
< 4.0 o /sec.
< 0.1 g
< 0.09 g
< 0.2 g
79 to 100 dBA
12 to 39°C
1 to 0.7 atm.
o to 3000 meters
240 to 355 Km/hr .
< 460 meters/min.
< 0.033 atm/min.
15 to 70 min.
••
I
I
I
I
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I
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The procedures used to generate satisfaction and task
effect models are outlined below. In addition to these
models, data analysis involved investigation of the
questionnaire data and hearing noise effects. These are
described in detail in Chapter VI and Appendix J,
respectively.
4.1 Satisfaction Models
The relationship between the flight environment and
satisfaction with the system is taken as a two part process,
viz., to relate the flight environment to passenger comfort*
and then to relate passenger comfort to satisfaction with
the system. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Since
passenger comfort responses (overall), were obtained only once
towards the end of each flight, and environmental data
throughout the flights, Subject responses have. been used as
the intermediate variables relating the two.
The satisfaction modelling process, then has four
steps, viz., to relate:
(a) flight segment environments to subject segment
responses
*In keeping with past work (8,16,22,23), comfort was adopted
as the descriptor relating passenger feelings to the flight
environment.
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(b) subject segment response to subject overall
responses,
(c) subject overall responses to passenger overall
responses, and
(d) passenger overall comfort response to passenger
satisfaction.
These steps are functionally represented as,
The modelling process is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Test
phase ,data that were used to develop the models in each of
the four steps are illustrated in Figure 4.3.
•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
C
So
= f (C , all i)
si
Cp = f (C ), andSo
A = f (C , other system variables)p p
where
Subscript i/o - segment number/overall
C
s
- subject comfort response
C - passenger comfort responsep
E - environmental data
A - passenger satisfactionp
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4 • 3)
(4 • 4 )
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Boxes 1 through 4 (Figure 4.2) represent segment
environment/subject response transfer function of increasing
complexity, and blocks 7 and 8, those of satisfaction
models. The model shown in box 1 and a preliminary version
of the model in box 2, have been developed in previous
studies (Chapter I, 16,23). The box 1 model was used as
a basis for the present effort (boxes 2 and 3). The models
represented by boxes 5, 6 and 7 were formulated in past
studies (5,16,39,53), and their applicability was also
investigated in this study. Future studies should allow
expansions to transfer functions in boxes 4 and 7.
4.2 Task Effect Models
The procedure used to model the effect of noise on
activities difficulty* is outlined in Figure 4.4. Among
the activities, only 6onversation effect was modelled, s~nce
since the other noise effects were not significant.
*
"Activities difficulty", as used in the text, does not
necessarily imply delitarious effect. Responses are on
a three-point scale, viz., l-Not difficult, 2-Sornewhat
difficult, and 3-Very difficult.
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CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS -PART I: SATISFACTION MODELS
In this chapter, the effect of noise on passenger
comfort and satisfaction are discussed. Models relating
satisfaction to motion and noise are developed. Noise as
a function of both overall measures and frequency measures
related to sources are examined. The process follows the
four step methodology described in Chapter IV (Figure 4.2).
5.1 Comfort/Noise Level Relationship
5.1.1 Controlled and Environmental Flight Data
The effects of varying noise source factors (Table 2.5).
on interior noise level (dBA) and subject comfort response
,
(co7* units) are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The noise
level changes associated with variations in location (35),
altitude - velocity (35,41,57-60), vent, radio, engine
power and flight phase are as expected. The associated
changes in comfort responses indicate that, except for
climb/descent, vent and location (lR) variations, noise level
and comfort responses are correlated positively (sensitivity
~ 0.14 co7/dBA) indicating airelationship between the two.
The noise effect is however, masked in the climb/descent
test by pressure effects (19), in the vent test by airflow
*'Assuming an interval scale (55,56), a general comfort unit
will be defined as a coi unit, where i is the number of
levels in the scale. Thus co7 represents one comfort unit
on a 7 point scale.
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effects (17,19,20), and at location1R by subject preoccupa-
tion with task~, which results in a negative correlation
between noise level and comfort response for these cases.
5.1.2 Comfort/Noise Level-Motion Model
Standard regression analysis programs (56) were used
to obtain models relating noise level and motion to subject
comfort.
Noise effects were separated (see § 2.3) from the rest
of the environment by restricting data to the cases with
minimal influence of spurious variables (e.g. temperature,
pressure change). Further, motion effects were accounted
for by using models from previous studies (16,23), after
verifying the applicability of these models.
The contribution of motion to subject comfort (23)
on a seven point scale, is given by,
if , 1.6 -[ 2.5 + 17.85 a V + 11.4 aT' a V aTC' - (5.1)
sM 2.5 - - if - -+ 1.5 av + 37.5 aT' aV < 1.6 aT
where
C' - predicted subject comfort due to motion, co7 .
sM
aV/aT - average rms vertical/transverse acceleration
in "gls".
In order to examine the applicability of this model
67
(equation 5.1), to the present study, a linear regression
model was generated between the subject comfort response
and th~ motion variables, (av ' aT). The Pearson's
correlation* (p p ) for this model was 0.65, whereas that for
Eqn. (5.1) was 0.649. Since the difference was insignifi-
cant, and since Eqn. (5.1) was based on a much larger data
base (~ 3000 cases (25) vs. 443 cases), it is used as the
comfort/motion model.
This comfort model was extended to include the effect
of noise level as a function of PNdB, dBD, dBA' SILl and
SIL2 (see Appendix E and References 26 and 47 for
definitions) .
The part of the subject comfort response that is not
explained by motion alone
= Cs - C's 'M
where
C
s
- segment subject comfort response and
- error between actual comfort response andACM
motion predicted comfort response
(5.2)
has three contributions to it, viz., that due to other
environmental variables (e.g. noise, temperature), subject
I
•
I
*The terms IIPearson's correlation ll , lIcorrelation" and
are used interchangeably in the text.. See Ref. (61)
for definition .
II P !I
P
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differences, and random error. The correlation between
~CM and the noise levels is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 indicates that the correlation coefficients
between the noise measures and ~CM are of the order of 0.3,
but those among the noise measures are quite high (> 0.7).
Hence one noise measure is sufficient to define noise
effects.
Using regression analysis with 443 cases, the relation-
ship between noise level (PNdB, dBA and SILl) and ~CM were
obtained. These were reformulated into comfort equations
as,
C' =
sMN
P
-1 + 17.85 a V + 11.4 aT + 0.076 {PNdB - as}
for av .: 1.6 aT
1 + 1.5 ~ + 37.5 aT + 0.076 {PNdB - 8S}
,~.
(0'
error = 0.73 )
- -for av < 1.6 aT
(5.3)
C' =
sMN
a
- -1 + 17.85 aV + 11.4 aT + 0.065 {SILl - 56}
1 + 1.5 aV + 37.5 aT + 0.065 {SILl - 56}
(0' error = 0.72)
(5 • 4 )
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TABLE 5.1
CORRELATION MATRIX OF THE NOISE MEASURES AND THE
SUBJECT COMFORT NOT EXPLAINED BY MOTION (ti CM)_-"~
dBA ClEO PNdB SILl SIL2 t.CM
dBA 1.0
~-
dBD 0.95 1.0
-.
PNdB 0.95 0.99 1.0
SILl 0.81 0.7 0.76 1.0
-,
-
--:. SIL2 0.81 0.7 0.78 0.99 1.0
t.CM 0.33 0.28 0.31 0.35 0.35 1.0
-~
,
....,
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1 + 17.85 aV + ,11. 4 aT + 0.105 {dB - 75}A
for - 1.6C' = a V > aT
sMN -
a
1 + 1.5 a V + 37.5 aT + 0.105 {dBA - 75}
(0' error- O. 73) - 1.6for ~ < aT...,;
(5.5)
where
c' IC' IC' - predicted comfort due to
sMN sMN sMN
P s a
PNdB/SILl/dBA' and the bracketed quantities
{q} =[: if q> OJ
if q < a
These models were significant at a probability of better
than 99.9%. The Pearson's correlation· Pp' improved from
0.65 to 0.7 (i.e. variance explained 42% to 49%), with the
inclusion of noise level (dBA). Likewise, Spearman's
rank order correlation* improved from 0.65 to 0.72. Hence
noise inclusion in the comfort models gave a significant
improvement .
*Spearman's rank order correlation [see Ref. (56) for defini-
tion], is a nonparametric statistic, whereas Pearson's
correlation (p ) is a parametric statistic. Nonparametric
statistics reqBire only qualitative properties for the
variables, viz., nominal or ordinal levels of measurement
[as in the Stevens (55) hierarchical levels of measure-
ments: - nominal (lowest), ordinal, 'interval, and ratio
71
In the present formulation, the noise level is assumed
to affect comfort only if it exceeds the threshold values
measurements of 79 to 100 dBA (Table 3.5) exceed these
threshold values]. The dBA - comfort model compares favour-
ably with past studies (16) where the threshold is given as
..~.
of 85 PNdB, 56 SILl and 75 dBA. [Note that all the noise
78 dBA' and the sensitivity as 0.171 co7/dBA.
Table 5.2 summarizes the model properties. The dB O
and SIL2 model properties were obtained by
dBO = PNdB - 7.9, and (5.6)
SIL2 = SILl - 1.2, (5.7)
which were derived from the present data. Noise level
scattergrams (13,26) indicated that the noise level thresh-
old values agreed very well with each other. Since the
present models were based on a larger data base than pre-
vious models (16), greater confidence can be placed on them.
(footnote continued from previous page)
* (highest)]. However, parametric statistics not only
require quantitative properties for the variables, viz.,
interval or ratio scale, but also assume distribution pro-
perties (usually normal distribution) for data (56). Al-
though comfort responses were obtained only at the ordinal
scale level, it is implicitly assumed to be at the interval
level of measurement (as required in the regression analysis).
Hence parametric statistics can be used. [See Ref. (56) for
justification]. However, since the assumption is unverified,
nonparametric statistics were also needed. Hence both
Pearson's correlation (assumes interval scale) and Spearman's
rank order correlation (abbr. Spearman's correlation;
assumes ordinal scale) were obtained.
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TABLE 5.2
EFFECT OF NOISE LEVELS ON COMFORT--SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS
Noise Level Threshold
Sensitivity
co7!Unit noise
Level
dBA 75
PNdB 85
dBD [Using Eqn. (5.6) ] 77
SILl 56
SIL2 [Using Eqn. (5. 7) ] 55
0.105
0.076
0.076
0.065
0.065
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Since dBA is correlated very well (>0.8) with other
noise measures (Table 5.1) and since it is widely used,
iso-comfort contours for the comfort/dBA-motion model
(Eqn. (5.5)] were obtained (Figure 5.2). This figure can
be used for tradeoff analyses between motion and noise
level for a preselected comfort level. Similar iso-comfort
contours can be obtained for PNdB, dBD, SILl and SIL2 noise
measures. Equations (5.3) through (5.5) represent the
models in box 2 in Figure 4.2.
5.2 Comfort/Noise-Source Relationship
The relationship between comfort response and noise
as a function of its sources (box 3, Figure 4.2) can provide
a more detailed insight into the problem. The relationship
was developed separately for aircraft A alone, and the
remaining four aircraft together, because of differences
in noise sources (radio noise existed only on aircraft A)
and data base (larger on aircraft A). The modelling pro-
cess utilized to develop the comfort/motion-noise source
model is outlined in Figure 5.3.
" 5.2~1 Noise Sources and Their Characteristics
The noise sources that contribute to interior noise
(40,62), were classified for this study as shown in Table
5.3. - .A description of each of these sources is given in
Appendix H. The description includes the frequency
characteristics of each source for the five aircraft used
74
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TABLE 5.3
AIRCRAFT INTERIOR NOISE SOURCES
*Engine (propeller, Airborne and Structurally borne, etc'.)
Aerodynamic Noise
Radio
Vent
Miscellaneous (All the rest)
*Engine noise refers to the noise originating in the entire
propulsion system.
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in the pres'ent test program. In brief, engine noise is
characterized by narrow band peaks at low frequencies,
radio by broad band noise in the speech frequency range
and aerodynamic and vent noise by broad band noise in the
mid to high frequency range.
5.2.1.1 Aircraft A Empirical Data
Controlled and environmental tests on aircraft A were
analyzed to observe the effect of variation of noise source
factors (Table 2.5) on interior noise spectra and subject
comfort responses. These tests also provided empirical
data on noise source frequency characteristics.
Cruise noise spectra for aircraft A (Figure 6.4)
exhibits peaks at 40, 62 and 125 HZ, which coincide with
the engine noise frequencies given in Appendix H (Table H.3).
62 Hz corresponds,to a sub-harmonic of the blade passage
frequency (125 Hz). Further, because of the aerodynamic
noise contribution (Table H.4, Appendix H), flight spectra
are broader than ground spectra, (Figures I.l and I.2,
Appendix I). The effect of noise source factors on noise
spectra and, comfort response is summarized in Table 5.4.
(See Appendix I for more details). The table also indicates
the dominant frequencies associated with the noise sources.
5,.2.1.2 Noise Source Separation
The noise sources are characterized by the frequencies
over which they dominate (box 4, Figure 5.3). Further,
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it is assumed that each frequency band is associated with
only one noise source. This is not strictly correct but is
a reasonable assumption for this study.
The cruise noise spectra for aircraft B through E
are presented in tigures5.5a through 5.5d. The noise
spectra for the other flight phases are given in Ref. (54).
Comparing the noise spectra with the discussions given
before and the noise source descriptions (Appendix H), noise
source characteristics were obtained, as given in Table 5.5.
The upper limit for the engine noise was selected at 250 HZ,
because no propeller noise peak approached the.OSPL within
l5dB above 250 Hz (for any flight phase). Further for
aircraft A, the ground tests (Appendix I) indicated that
engine noise has little contribution above 250 Hz. Here
engine noise (25-250 Hz), which is the most dominant source,
accounts for the engine peaks (Table H.3), engine noise
broad band (63) and frequency variations during takeoff
and, landing. Radio noise for aircraft A, was based on
Table 5.4. Aerodynamic noise is effective only beyond 315
Hz, since it is dominated by engine at low frequencies.
[Due to the low speed characteristics of these aircraft,
both the noise level and the center frequency of the
aerodynamic noise are lower (64-67)]. The overall effect
of vent noise is only of the order of ldB and since it's
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TABLE 5.5
FREQuENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE SOURCES--ALL AIRCRAFT
K
Aircraft Noise Sources
-
Band Frequencies (Hz)
* * +Engine Aerodynamic Radio Misc.
[ Version It 25-250 315-1K 1. 25K-2. 5K 3.15K-12.S
A Version II 25-250 315-1K, 1. 25K-2. 5K --
3.1SK-12.5K
B 25-250 315-12.5K -- --
C 25-250 315-12.5K -- --
D 25-250 315-l2.5K -- --
E 25-250 3l5-12.5K -- --
* These sources will be refered to as "engine"/"aerodynamic"
although vent contributes to,it.
t Since Version I did not prove to be fruitful for aircraft
A,only one version was examined for aircraft B through E,
with misc. frequencies part of aerodynamic noise.
+Misc. noise source does not refer to the auxiliary equip-
ment, who se effect is not formulated in this study.
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corresponding frequencies (62, 250-500 Hz: - Table 5.4)
are dominated by other sources, it was merged with them.
5.2.1.3 Source Noise Values
The next step in, the modelling process (Figure 5.3)
is to obtain source noise values (noise contribution from
sources), which are defined as
SN. =
~
m.
~I f
n
(dB .. )j=l ~]
(5. 8)
I
I
1-
where dB .. - jth 1/3 octave band (dB) for source i
J.]
m. - # of 1/3 octave bands in source i
J.
f
n
- appropriate noise function
The functions selected for evaluation were Noy*, Sone*, dB
and energy values [see Appendix E and Ref. (26,47) for
definition], whose properties are summarized in.Table 5.6.
These functions were evaluated on the basis of summation
properties, subjectiveness, the data range. Noy and Sone
satisfied these criteria. However Noy was selected because
it represents subjective noisyness as opposed to loudness
and because people judge aircraft n6ise to be more noisy
*Both are computed with masking effect. See Reference
(26,47). This is the definition used throughout the text
except where mentioned.
'.
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TABLE 5.6
SUMMARY OF NOISE MEASURES
f (dB .. ) RELATIONSHIP TO COMMENT
n 1.J ACOUSTIC PRESSURE (p)
*NOY 'V pO.6 SUBJECTIVE NOISINESS,
RESTRICTED SUMMATIONt
SONE 'V pO.6 ,SUBJECTIVE LOUDNESS,
RESTRICTED SUMMATION.
dB CL 10 LOG p2 NOT SUBJECTIVE, NOT
SUMMABLE.
ENERGY CL p2 SUBJECTIVE (?) , RANGE
TOO WIDE, SUMMABLE.
*Chosen for this study.
tNoy(/Sone) can be summed within restrictions, since the
Noy(/Sone) of the sum of two noises, without frequency
overlap, is equal to the sum of Noy(/Sone) of those
two noises.
than loud (68). Noy, Eqn.
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(5.8), and SN. then represent
~
~."" -
boxes 5,6 and 7 in Figure 5.3.
5.2.1.4 Noise Source Groups
In order to verify that three to four independent
noise sources account for the noise spectral behavior, a
factor analysis (56) was performed on the Noy values for
the 24 1/3 octave band levels (for the aircraft A data) .
The analysis indicated that 3 or 4 independent factors
were sufficient and that these factors closely resembled
the noise source groupings given in Table 5.5.
5.2.2 Comfort/Noise Source-Motion Models
The comfort noise source-motion models were obtained
in a similar manner as the noise level-motion models ·were.
Using regression analyses (56), comfort responses not
explained by motion, ACM, [Eqn. (5.2)] were related to the
source noise values SNi , defined as
SN.
~
m.
~
= Ij=l Noy* (dB .. )~J (5.9)
These models were generated separately for aircraft A and
the rest.
*Computed by using standard Noy tables (47).
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5.2.2.1 Aircraft A Model
The first version (Table 5.5) I using 351 cases yielded,
6CM = - 0.9 + 0.0051 SNI - 0.012 SN2 (5.10)
.....
,
where
- -
,
.....,
6C . d' t'MSN4 - error ln pre lC lon
(SN sUbscript) i = 1 - Engine noise
2 Aerodynamic noise
3 - Ra.dio
4 - Misc. noise
In the equation, one of the coefficients is negative. This
is because SN2 and SN4 were strongly related (p = 0.72 vs.
P
p < 0.3 for other combinations). In order to ensure thep
independence of the noise sources, SN 2 and SN4 were merged
into a single variable (version II, Table 5.5) .
With the new noise sources, regression analysis
yielded,
6CM = - 0.94 + 0.006 SNI + 0.005 SN2 + 0.047 SN3
•
I
where.
6CMSN - error in prediction .
(5.11)-
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The Pearson's correlation for this model is 0.36, the error
(6CMSN ) standard deviation 0.65 and the model significance
95%. Equation (5.10) was transformed with the aid of
equations (5.1) and (5.2) to:
where
C' = 1.56 +
sMSN (A)
- -1.5 a V + 37.5 aT' for av < 1.6 aT
+ 0.006 SNI + 0.005 SN2 + 0.047 SN3
(5.12)
•
C' - predicted subject comfort (co7) due to
sMSN(A)
motion and three noise sources for aircraft A
aV/aT - mean rms vertical/transverse acceleration, "g's".
SN. - Source noise values, Noy
1.
i = 1 - engine
2 - Aerodynamic
3 - Radio
The Pearson's correlation improved from 0.7 to 0.75,
. (variance explained 49% to 56.3%), and the Spearman's
correlation from 0.66 to 0.7 with the inclusion of source
noise in the model. Further, over 50% of the cases had
an error less than 0.5 co7 and 86% less than 1.0 co7 .
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In Table 5.7, the relative importance of the noise
sources are compared. The mean contributions were computed
by
where
CSN = K .
. n1.~
.• 11 SN .
1.
(5.13)
,...... ..,
-,
CSN . - mean contribution to comfort from SNi (co7/Noy)
1.
KN. - coefficient of SNi (co7/NOy)
1.
11 SN . = Mean SNi(NOY)
1.
As the table shows, the noise sources in decreasing order
of dominance are: radio, engine and aerodynamic noise.
Since aircraft A is a slow speed aircraft, the aerodynamic
noise contribution is expected to be low.
5.2.2.2 Other Aircraft Models
Using 93 cases, for aircraft B,C,D and E, analysis
yielded
C 1. = 0.92 +
sMSN (c)
where
+ 0.0072 SN 1 + 0.038 SNz (5.14)
•
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C' - predicted subject comfort (co7) , due to
SMSN (c)
and two noise sources, for commercial
flights*.
SNl/SNZ engine/aerodynamic source noise levels.
,'-
The error in prediction was 0.65 and the model significance
better than 99.5%. The Pearson's correlation improved
from 0.55 to 0.71 (30% to 50% variance explained) and the
Spearman's correlation improved from 0.49 to 0.71 with the
inclusion of noise sources. Thus the inclusion of noise
sources resulted in significant improvements in both
comfort models (aircraft A and the rest).
The comfort contributions [Equation (5.13)], are
0.44 co7 and 1.26 co7 f6r engine and aerodynamic noise,
respectively. This is in contrast to the relative impor-
tance of sources in aircraft A.
5.3 Model Comparisons
The relative effectiveness of the motion-noise level
model and the motion-noise source models were investigated.
In addition, inter-aircraft and inter-subject difference
in these models were examined.
Let
*These data are in effect commercial flights, since no
motion data was available on aircraft E.
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c'
SMSN (A)
C' =
SMSN
C'
SMSN (c)
for aircraft A
for commercial flights
-
1
(5.15)
where
C - predicted comfort (co7) due to motion and noise
sMSN
sources for all data.
Using all data the following Pearson's correlations were
obtained
p (C • C' ) = 0.65
P s sM
pp (C . c' = 0.7s sMN
a
pp (Cs . c' ) = 0.74sMSN
where
C
s -
true subject responses
C' /C'
sM sMN
a
- predicted comfort due to motion/motion and
noise level, which are defined in Equation
(5.1)/(5.5)
This indicates that the motion-noise source model is a
better, predictor of subject comfort responses than the
motion-noise level model (accounting for 6% more of the
variance).
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Inter-aircraft comparison of these models are presented
in Table 5.8, which indicates that, in all cases noise
source model showed a 'higher correlation than noise level
model, except for aircraft o. (But for aircraft 0, Spearman's
correlation improved from 0.A7 to 0.57). Further, the t~ble
shows that the models are better predictors for aircraft A
and C, than for Band o.
Similarly, models were compared for three sUbjects
Sl,S2 and S3) wi~h over 100 segment responses each (Appendix
B), which indicated that subjects S2 and S3 were better
predictors than Sl.
Although some inter-subject and inter-aircraft
differences were observed, they. were not substantial.
5.4 Subject Segment Comfort/Passenger Satisfaction Models
The models discussed so far in this chapter represent
the first step in satisfaction modelling (Figure 4.2).
The applicability of the models in the past studies (39,53)
for the remaining three steps will be discussed next.
5.4.1 Subject Segment Comfort/Subject Overall
Comfort Response Transfer Function
This transfer function (box 5, Figure 4.2) was
modelled in the past studies as (39),
•
•
m
s
= L
i=l
W (i) C
s.
~
(5.16)
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A
0.
7
0.
71
B
0.
65
0.
71
C
0.
66
0.
75
0
0.
62
0.
61
1.
0
0
\
m
s
W (i) = w (i)/ L w (i), and
i=l
w (i) = i 0.75
where m - # of segments in flight.
s
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(5.17)
(5.18)
W (i)/w (i) - normalized/unnormalized weight for
segment i
C - subject segment comfort (c07), for se~ent #i
s.
1.
C' - predicted subject overall comfort (c07)
So
The Pearson's correlation between the observed and predicted
overall comfort responses (C
s
' C~ respectively) for the
o 0
present data was. better than 0.84, and thus the transfer
function is applicable to the present data.
5.4.2 Subject Overall Comfort Response/Passenger
Comfort Response Transfer Function
The data scattergram (mean passenger comfort response
vs. mean subject overall response), involving 26 commercial
flights and 138 passengers is plotted in Figure 5.6 along
with three alternative transfer functions. The three
functions are: (a) mean subject response (c ) and mean
So
passenger response (ep ) being equal, (b) past studies'
transfer function (39) in equivalent 7 point scale, and
(c) the mean of (a) and (b). The percentage of cases with
error greater than 1.0 c07 were 32%, 21% and 17% for the
98
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three functions respectively. Only function (c) is nearly
as good as the past data (15% with error < 0.5 coS). The
discrepancy might be due to smaller data base (less than
half the past studies) and subject differences [e.g. % of
cases with error> 1.0 for function (c) were 38%, 30% and
14% for subjects 5 1 ,5 2 and 53 respectively]. Hence proper
subject selection should improve data fit. Since, function
(c) is the best, it was chosen as the transfer function
(box 6, Figure 4.2).
5.4.3 Comfort Response/Satisfaction Transfer Function
The final step in the satisfaction modelling process
(box 7, Figure 4.2), taken from past studies (53), is
illustrated in Figure 5.7. This model was evaluated for
the present data (C vs A )*, as shown in Figure 5.8.p P
Although-the passenger data (Figure .5.8) showed
.some scatter (which may be due to fewer cases: 142 vs. 1520),
it exhibited no consistent error: hence the past model
(Figure 5.7) was chosen as the transfer function.
*Where C /A is the passenger comfort/satisfaction.p p
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CHAPTER VI
DATA ANALYSIS-PART II: QUESTIONNAIRE INVESTIGATION
Questionnaire data was used to assess the effect of
noise on task performance and to evaluate the semantic
descriptors for determining the effect of the flight
environment. These are discussed along with other question-
naire inferences.
6.1 Sample Comparison/Flight Factors
To ensure that the questionnaire data is based on an
unbiased sample, passenger characteristics were compared
with that of the general flying public (59) and previous
flight programs (5,53), (see Table 6.1). A total of 152
questionnaires (Figure 2.7) were distributed to passengers
on 32 commercial flights and 100 to subjects on 19 special
flights. The table indicates a favourable comparison,
except for age distribution in the special flights.
Further, the relative importance of system variables
(Q. 10) and that of environmental variables effecting
flight feelings (Q. 14), indicated an insignificant change
with those of the past studies (Figures 1.3 and 1.7
respectively). The ability to converse, not part of
previous studies, was judged more important than ability to
work (i.e. read and write) .
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TABLE 6.1
COMPARISON OF QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLE WITH
PREVIOUS STUDIES AND GENERAL FLYING PUBLIC
A. MALEIFEMALE SPLIT
MALE %
FEMALE %
B. TRIP PURPOSE
COMPANY BUS.
PER. BUS.
PLEASURE
C. AGE
< 20
21 - 40
41 - 60
> 60
D. # OF FLIGHTS FLO~~
NONE
1 - 3
4 or MORE
E. CAPTIVE PASSENGERS
YES
NO
GENERAL FLYING
PUBLICIPREVIOUS
FLIGHTS (Ref. #)
75 (69)
25 (69)
*75 (69)
*25 (69)
12 (69)
40 (69)
"35 (69)
13 (69)
2.0 (5)
6.0 (5)
92.0 (5)
64 (53)
36 (5~')
COMMERCIAL
(THIS DATA SET)
66
32
50
25
25
11
42
42
5
0.7
4
95.4
60
40
SPECIAL
FLIGHTS
84
16
NIA
NIA
NIA
2
93
3
2
3.0
17
80
NIA
NIA
F.
G.
NOISE LEVEL IN AIRCRAFT, COMPARISON WITH
MORE THAN NIA
SAME AS NIA
LESS THAN NIA
FEELINGS TOWARDS AIR TRAVEL
LIKE 57* (5)
*NEUTRAL 42 (5)
*DISLIKE 1 (5)
THEIR WORK
87
5
8
76
21
3
ENVIRONMENT
91
5
4
79
17
4
* Not Identical but Similar Questions.
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These results indicated. that although the sample size
in the present study was small [252 questionnaires vs.
1500 in past studies (53)], the present data was a
representative sample.
6.2 Activities
Effects on pas~enger activities, viz., both auditory
(e.g. conversation) and non-auditory (e.g. reading and
writing) activities were investigated. Three activity
related questions, on importance (Q. 10-discussed before) ,
on difficulty (Q. 12) and on time spent (Q. 13) were
examined.
The relative difficulty of activities (on a three
point scale): 1 - not difficult, 2 - somewhat difficult,
and 3 - very difficult; and, the relative amount of time
spent on activities (on a three point scale): 1 - little or
none, 2 - some, and 3 - considerable, were examined.
Conversation was the most difficult task, and looking out
the window and thinking occupied the passengers' time
the most.
In Figure 6.1, the rankings for activity difficulty due
to the entire flight environment (including both noise and
motion) are plotted against those of the time spent on each
activity. With the exception of conversation, less time
, was spent on activities that were more difficult.
Passengers spent more time.on conversation than on writing,
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and dozing, although it was more difficult, perhaps
attributable to its importance.
Examination of conversation difficulty, importance and
time spent indicated that greater conversation difficulty
was a~sociated with less time spent talking, (IY*1 = 0.69
for passengers) and, conversation importance was associated
with more time talking. No trend was observed in the
special flights. The relationship between the conversation
questions and the perceived noise annoyance was also
examined and indicated that a higher level of noise annoy-
ance was associated with greater conversation difficulty
(Iyl = 0.62/0.65 for passenger/subject data respectively).
Correlations between activity difficulty and each of
flight environment noise measures, flight environment
motion measures and overall comfort reactions are presented
in Table 6.2 for passengers. The following observations
can be made:
(a) consistent deleterious noise effects were observed
for conversation diffiCUlty, whereas motion had
no effect. This noise effect is reported by many
investigators (e.g. 26-29,42,47).
*Y (Gamma correlation) is defined in Ref. (56). This is a
nonparametric statistic requiring at least ordinal level of
measurements (see footnote Ch.V , p. 70). It quantifies
the'relative association between two variables.
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(b) non-auditory tasks were either benefitted by
noise or were not effected by it. However,
motion had a delitarious effect on all of them
except conversation. Beneficial effect for
steady noise is reported by Harris (49) and
others ( 26 , 27) •
(c) discomfort was associated with all activities
difficulty, except for "looking out the window".
Regression analysis (56) between the activities
difficulty* (d ) and noise levels, based on 109 cases,
c
yielded,
d~ = 1 + 0.09 {dBA - 8l}
(6.1)
= 0.38)
d' = 1 + 0.11 {PNdB - 98}
c
(6.2
(p = 0.57 and cr = 0.35), andp e:
d~ = 1 + 0.044 {SIL2 - 59}
( pp = O. 44 and
where,
"
cr =0.38),
e:
( 6 • 3)
*Although passenger difficulty.responses were solicited at
the ordinal level of measurement (55), it was assumed that
the underlying phenomenon is at the interval level of
measurement.
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p - Pearson's correlationp
cr - standard deviation of the error
e:
The models are significant at better than 99%. The
SILl model can be obtained by using,
SILl = SIL2 - 1.65 (6.4)
The relationship between the noise levels and conversation
difficulty is depicted in Table 6.3. These results indicate
good agreement with published literature (e.g. 26-29,42,45,
51). These models can be used for noise impact assessment.
The Gamma correlations between dissatisfaction and
activities difficulty for reading, writing, conversation,
dozing and looking out the window were 0.54, 0.46., 0.37,
0.68 and 0.55 respectively. The relationships between the
two are illustrated in Figure 6.2. These results indicate
a consistent and a strong relationship between satisfaction
and activities difficulty. However, satisfaction will be
assessed based only on comfort (Figure 5.7), since no
procedure for cumulative assessment is available and since
comfort is judged more important than the activities
(Figure 1. 3) .
TABLE 6.3
NOISE LEVELS CORRESPONDING TO CONVERSATION DIFFICULTIES
AND VOICE EFFORT FOR ADEQUATE COMMUNICATION
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Difficulty Levels
Noise Not Somewhat Very
Measures Difficult Difficult Difficult
dBA 81 92 103
PNdB 98 107 116
SILl 57 79.5 102
SIL2 59 81. 5 104
Required Voice
Effort at l' Normal
Talker-listener Toraised Loud Shout
distance for ,
corresponding dBA
levels-Ref. (27 )
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6.3 Appropriateness of Psychological Descriptors
of Flight Feelings
Since the psychological variable us&d for flight feel-
ing assessment is the link between the environmental vari-
ables and satisfaction, it should be related to both strongly.
The relationships for the psychological variables, viz.,
comfort, pleasantness, motion annoyance and noise annoyance,
are shown in Table 6.4. As shown in the table, noise
annoyance is poorly correlated with all variables and hence
is unsuitable. Although, motion annoyance is strongly
correlated with motion and satisfaction, since it is
uncorrelated with noise, it is unsuitable. Among the rest,
pleasantness is better correlated with the environmental
variables and comfort with satisfaction. Hence, either
pleasantness or comfort can be chosen as the psychological
descriptor for assessing the impact of the environment on
satisfaction.
.6.4 Noise Exposure at Work/Noise Exposure Criteria
The effect of nois~ exposure history (Q. 7, Figure
2.7) on other questionnaire responses indicated that,
higher previous noise exposure was associated with:
(a) greater comfort (Iyl = 0.47/0.62 for
passenger/subjects respectively),
(b) lower noise annoyance (Iy I = 0.57/0-.68
respectively) ,
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(c) lower estimated noise contribution to their
flight feelings (y =0.28/0.46 resp.), and
(d) lower conversation difficulty (Iyl = 0.52/0.4
resp.) .
These results show that noise exposure has a consistent
effect on psychological and noise related responses.
In addition, the noise exposure criteria to safeguard
passenger hearing ability was obtained. This is discussed
in Appendix J •
CHAPTER VII
SU}rnARY OF MODELS &~D APPLICATIONS
7.1 Noise Impact Models
Satisfaction modelling involves four steps. First,
single event subjective comfort is related to the environ-
ment by the motion-noise level model,
C' = 1 +
sMN
a [
17.85 aV ... 11.4 aT' for a V ~ 1.~ aT]
1.5 av + 37.5 aT' for av < 1.6 aT
+ 0.105 {dBA - 75} (7.1 )
(similar models for PNdB, dBD, SILl' SIL2, are in § 5.1.2),
or by the motion-noise source model,
Second, single events are combined into an overall reaction
+ [0.92 + 0.0072SNl + O.038SN2, ~for commercial flights J
1.56 + 0.006SNl + O.005SN2 + O.047SN3, for aircraft A
(7.2)
(7.3)
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I W (i) Cs .' andi=l ~
_ _ [17.85 av + 11.4 aT' for av ~ 1. 6 aT]
C' =
s
MSN 1.5 - + 37.5 - for - < 1.6 -av aT' av aT
by
I
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s
W (i) = i 0.75 / (I i 0.75)
i=l
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(7.4)
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Next, passenger comfort is determined from subject
comfort (Figure 7.1) and lastly, satisfaction is calculated
(Figure 7.2).
The relationship between conversation difficulty,
d and noise level is,
c
d~ = 1 + 0.09 {dBA - 81} (7.5)
[Similar models for PNdB, SILl' and SIL2 are in Eqn. (6.2)
to (6.4)].
7.2 Applications
These models can be used for design or for impact
prediction (Figure 7.3). In the design process, tradeoff
analyses among the environmental variables can be conducted
to achieve desired satisfaction level, whereas in impact
prediction the effect of a known or measured environment
is used to determine passenger satisfaction.
As an illustration, typical iso-satisfaction countours
for the motion-noise level model (dBA), are plotted in
Figure 7.4 [as in Ref. (23)] for 58% and 80% satisfaction
levels. Passengers and subjects were assumed to experience
uniform environmental stimulus during the flight. This
figure provides a framework for tradeoff analysis between
motion and noise variables.
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FIGURE 7.4 Iso-Satisfaction Contours--Noise
Level Model.
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The contribution of noise sources to comfort for air-
craft A is shown in Figure 7.5. Iso-satisfaction contours
for the motion-noise source model (Eqn. 7.2) are surfaces
in a five dimensional space (av ' aT' SN I , SN2 and SN 3 ).
Since ~t is difficult to plot and to visualize a five
dimensional surface, the iso-satisfaction contours were
obtained in a parametric form (with av ' aT and aerodynamic
noise SN 2 as fixed values) in a reduced two dimensional
space (engine noise SNl, and radio noise SN3). Using
Figure 7.5, these contours are plotted in Figure 7.6, for
58% and 80% satisfaction. Figure 7.6 illustrates a trade-
off analysis tool for noise reductions in radio and engine
sources. Similar contours can be obtained for other com-
binations of variables; or, perhaps more useful, the
analytic form can be used in engineering applications.
The motion-noise source model provides a more powerful
design tool than the noise level model. For example,· if
the systems designer has selected A = 80% and ifp
av = 0.?73g and aT = 0.02g, then Figure 7.4 indicates that
noise level should be below 86dBA whereas Figure 7.6
(for SNz = 32.4 Noy), indicates that this could be achieved
by any combination on contour (a). Thus the motion-noise
source model permits a tradeoff among noise source· contri-
butions. The optimum choice can be based on cost effective-
ness.
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Although the motion-noise source model is better
correlate~ with comfort (p improves from 0.65 to 0.74p
with noise source inclusion) than the motion-noise level
(dBA) model (p = 0.7), the motion-noise level model is. p
more suitable for impact prediction. It requires only a
single noise measurement (e.g. dBA' PNdB) rather than an
elaborate noise source and spectral analysis.
In addition, the satisfaction models can be used in
cost-benefit analysis for optimum selection of the interior
environment. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.7.
Similarly the conversation difficulty model (Eqn. 7.5)
and noise exposure criteria (Figure J.l) can be used for
impact prediction and for.design .
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Benefit of Noise Reduction (B) :
,Increase in demand.
e.g.
Cost of Noise Reduction
(C") :
e.g.
C"($)
Noise Reduction
(N)
Net Benefit, P,
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B - C"
•
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FIGURE 7.7
. \1
Optimal Solution:
Noise Reduction = No'
Net Benefit = Po
Schematic of the Satisfaction Models
Application, for Cost-Benefit Analysis .
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Conclusions
The major conclusions of this study are:
(a) Procedures for separating noise effects have
been established.
(b) Interior noise is important for passenger
comfort and satisfaction.
(c) Comfort/motion-noise level (dBA' dBD, PNdB, SILl'
SIL2) models and comfort/motion-noise source models have
been developed.
(d) The motion-noise source/comfort model is a
better predictor than the motion-noise level/comfort model.
(e) The motion-noise source model can be used for
design applications.
(f) The motion-noise level model can be used for
impact assessment.
(g) Inter-aircraft and inter-subject differences
in the motion-noise models are not significant.
(h) Conversation difficulty/noise level (dBA' PNdB,
SILl' SIL2) models have been developed. These can be used
for design and for impact assessment.
(·i) Permissible exposure to safeguard hearing
ability have been determined (Appendix J) .
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(j) Comfort and pleasantness are suitable psycho10gi-
cal variables for relating noise and motion to satisfaction.
Motion annoyance and noise annoyance are not effective in
separating the corresponding effects.
(k) Relative importance of factors in satisfaction
and comfort revealed little change from past studies.
(1) Relative importance of on-board-activities
based on difficu1ty* and time spent have been obtained.
(m) Auditory task (conversat~on) is affected by noise
but not by motion. Non-auditory tasks are either benefitted
or are not affected by noise. Discomfort is associated
with activities difficulty.
(n) Satisfaction is associated with lower levels of
activ~ties difficu1ty.*
(0) Higher levels of perceived noise annoyance are
associated with greater conversation difficulty.
(p) Perceived ease in conversation and conversation
importance are associated with more time spent talking.
(q) Passenger and subject work-noise-exposure,
affects their psychological and noise related responses.
(r) Similar satisfaction models can be developed
. for other modes of transportation.
(5) Segment subject comfort/passenger satisfaction models
from past studies were applicable with minor modification.
*Activities difficulty, evaluated on a three point scale,
represents the cumulative effect due to the entire flight
environment.
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8.2 Suggestions for Further Work
With a view toward answering some remaining questions
the following suggestions are made for further work:
(a) Data should be obtained on turbofan and gliders.
Both provide significantly different noise spectral
characteristics and thus help increase confidence of the
models discussed. Since glider tests are free of engine
noise, glider data enables model evaluation on future
aircraft with quiet engines.
(b) The feasibility of using ground based simulators
should be studied. This would be useful since ground
based simulators are comparatively inexpensive to operate
and the environment is easy to control. They can be used
for model validation and extension.
(c) The investigation of the utility of headphones
with or without music to improve passenger comfort,
would be extremely useful. If feasible, this would not
only reduce the noise experienced by passengers, but also
provide entertainment, and thus increase satisfaction. It
would then provide a quick and inexpensive solution to the
aircraft interior noise problem~
(d) A cumulative relationship between satisfaction
and its underlying variables. (e.g. comfort, activities
difficulty and other factors) would provide systems designers
with a more p~werful.design tool.
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APPENDIX A
AIRCRAFT DATA
Details of the aircraft used in this test program are
.described in Table A.I and Figure A.I, which have b~en
obtained from Ref. (70). Types of data collected on the
aircraft are described in Appendix C and Ref. (54).
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FIGURE A-I. AIRCRAFT THREE-VIEW DRAt-lINGS
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c. Aircraft C
d. Aircraft D
FIGURE A-1. CONTINUED
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APPENDIX B
SUBJECT PROFILES
In all 38 subjects participated in the flight test
program. The subject profiles along with the number of
segments for which their responses are available, are given
in Table B.l. All of these subjects participated in the
special flights, whereas only subjects 51' 52' and 53
participated in co~mercial flights. In addition to perform-
ing regular subject tasks (i.e. evaluation of every segment) ,
the three subjects were also in charge of data collection,
questionnaire distribution (on commercial flights) and
other experimental tasks.
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TABLE B.1 SUBJECT PROFILES -
NO. OF SEm1ENT
SUBJECT SEX AGE PROFESSION RESPONSES
SI r-1 24 Student 286
S2 M 26 Student 418
S3 H 23 Student 122
S4 M 29 Student 76
S5 M 25 Student 56
S6 M 23 Student 36
S7 F 23 Student 36
S8 M 23 Student 36
S9 M 22 Student 32
S10 M 22 Student '30
, Sl1 r-1 24 Student 30
S12 M 24 Student 30
I S13 H 28 Student 26
S14 F 26 Teacher 20
I SIS F 23 Teacher ~O
I S16 M 23 Student 20
S17 M 20 Student 20
I S18 M 26 Student 20
S19 M 27 Student 20I S20 M 43 Professor 16
I S21 . M 58 Professor 16
S22 F 29 Secretary 16
I
I
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TABLE B.1 (CONTINUED)
NO. OF SEGMENT
SUBJECT SEX AGE PROFESSION RESPONSES
S23 M 23 Salesman 16
S24 M 21 Student 16
S25 M 26 Student 16
S26 F 22 Student 16
S27 M 23 Student 16
S28 M 23 Student 16
S29 F 22 Student 16
~.
S30 M 22 Student 16
S31 M 25 Student 16
S32 M 25 Student ·10
S33 M 24 Student 10
J S34 H 24 Student 10
I S35 M
24 Student 10
S36 M 29 Student 10
I S37 F 26 Student 10
S38 M 23 Student 10
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
APPENDIX C
TEST DATA
. Field test data were catalogued by tests and by
segments (within tests). Test (flight) data is tabulated
in Table C.l and the test segment data in Table C.2.
·See Ref. (54) for more details.
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TABLE C.l TEST (FLIGHT) DATA
Test Type Commercial, Semicontrolled,
Controlled or Environmental
Date Month, Day and Year
Ori-dest
I
I
I
Airline
Aircraft
Subject
Rate of climb/descent
Cruise altitude
Cruise velo.
Wind speed/direction
Weather
Arrival/departure time
Terrain
Turbulence
Subject/measurement
location
Subject overall
responses
Questionnaire data
Miscellaneous'
(if any, A through D)
A through E (Appendix A)
S 1 through S 38 (Appendix B)
Ft/min
Ft.
MPH
MPH/deg.
Clear, cloudy or rainy
Flat, hilly or mountainous
Smooth, moderate or rough
co7 units
# of pass., # of subj.
I
I
I
TABLE C.2
Segment #
Flight Phase
Temperature
Subject responses
Noise data
Motion data
Miscellaneous
140
TEST SEGMENT DATA
0-11
Taxi, takeoff, cliwb, cruise,
descent or landing
co7
OSPL, dBA' 1/3 octave band
spectra
3 rms angular velocities (pitch,
roll, yaw), and 3 rms linear
acceleration (vertical,
transverse and longitudinal)
Location of measurement,
Noise source factor(in
environmental tests).
I
I
I
APPENDIX D
SAMPLE SIZE ESTIMATION
The following types of sample size estimates (71,72)
were made in this study:
0.1 Number -in samole (n) needed to obtain a reliable
..
estimate of the true mean of a population of size
N.
Here we test the null hypothesis:
HO: "The sample mean does not differ significantly
from the true mean of the population".
In order to establish the hypothesis HO' let,
the probability that the sample mean, X ,
n
differs from the true mean, ~x (= ~), by
an error greater than oX' be less than or
equal to Ct.
Further, let
x - the variable being measured
x - average of X based on a sample of n
n
n/N - sample/population size
~x = ~ - population mean
o~ - true variance of X
S2 - variance based on a sample
x
Ox - maximum permissible error
141
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a - probability of type I error (i.e.,
rejecting the hypothesis that the means
do not differ falsely).
Thus the hypothesis is
Letting
(D.l )
z =
x - ~
n X
o-X
n
(D. 2)
Where Z is normally distributed (71) with zero mean and
standard deviation of one, and letting
j (N-n)°X
n
= aX (n-l)n
yields,
HO: Pr { IZ I > Z } < a ,a -
where
Z
Ox
=a a-X
n
(D. 3)
(D. 4)
(D. 5)
Knowing a, Z can be obtained from normal distribution
a
tables. Equation (D.4) can be satisfied by, [using Eqn.
I
I
I
(D.3) and (D. 5) ]
n >
[N-l + (n I) 2]
(D. 6)
143
(0.7)
If Ox is unknown, the estimate sx' can be used
instead of oX. In such a case, Equation (0.2) is modified to,
X l-I Xn -t_= (0.8)sx
where
s- = s / InX X
and, t is from a student's t distribution with (n-l)
degrees of freedom.
Hence,
n >
[N-l + (n") 2]
where
(0.9)
(0.10)
n" =
t Cl,n-l • s X (0.11)
I
I
I
and t 1 can be obtained from tables.Cl,n-
Hence the smallest integer given by Equation (0.6)
or Equation (0.10) (depending on whether Ox or sx is known)
is the- sample size required to test the hypothesis HO•
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0.2 Sample size required in two groups to compare
their means.
Let the population size in each group be
infinite, further let the true and sample
variance for the two groups be the same*
(0 2 and s2, respectively). Lex Xl and X2
be the two variables from the two groups.
Hpyothesis: There is a significant difference
between the means of the two sets.
The null hypothesis is given as
or (0.12)
I
I
I
where
I.l - true means
o - acceptable error
~ - level of significance (prob. of type I
error)
Let
I.l - I.l
Xl X2
Z = (0.13)2 0 2 ~I~ + -]
nl n2
*The generalized case is described in Ref. (71,72).
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and
(0.14)
where
n1/nz - sample size for groups 1 and 2.
Here Z and t follow normal and student's t ~.
distributions (nl + nz - 2 degrees of freedom),
respectively.
If we choose to minimize (nl + nz), then
or
Z.o z
nl = nz > 2 (+) (0.15)
(0.16)
I
I
I
Equation's (0.15) or (0.16) should be used depending
on whether 0 or s is known.
APPENDIX E
NOISE INDICES
Among a large number of noise indices* available
in ,the literature (26-31,42,47,73), only those used in this
study are described here. Many of these indices have
multiple definitions and a variety of correction factors
(26,47), which are useful in specific situations. Hence,
only the definitions pertinent to this study are given next.
E.l Overall Sound Pressure Level [OSPL (dB)]
OSPL = 20 loglO (p/P
ref )
where,
p - rms sound pressure (~N/m2)
p f = 20 ~N/m2 = ( 0.0002 ~ bar)
re
It can also be calculated from,
dB. - one-third octave frequency band sound
~
pressure level (dB), by using,
OSPL = 10 loglO [ I
all
bands
(E.l )
(E. 2)
*All of the noise indices, except OSPL, are used both as
variables and units interchangeably in the text.
146
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where
(E. 3)
E.2 A-Level/O-Level (dBA/dBO)
.Both A-level and O-level are the sound
pressure levels with corresponding frequency weights.
The frequency corrections are given in Table E.l (47).
The dBA and dBo values are obtained by using Eqn. (E.2)
with
(E. 4)
(E. 5)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
and
1d = dB i + t.R. o '
for dBA and dBO respectively.
E.3 Nay/Sane Values (Noy/Sone)
The Nay (/Sone) level for each 1/3 octave
.band level Nay. (Sane.), are obtained by using the
1. 1.
appropriate tables given in the literature (47).
Then the overall (masked) Noy and Sane values are
computed by
NOYtotal = Nay + 0.15 I (Noy. ) NOYmax]max
'all 1.,
bands (E. 6)
and Sonetotal = Sane + F L (Sone. ) Sonemax ]max alL- 1.
bands (E. 7)
respectively, where
Nay /Sone - maximum Nay/Sane Value among all
max max
bands, and F - Masking Factor, given in Ref. (47).
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E.4 Perceived noise level (PNdB)
PNdB is obtained by ,
PNdB = 40 + 33.22 loglO (NOYtotal)
where, NOYtotal is given in Eqn. (E.6)
E.5 Speech interference levels (SILl /SIL2)
These are defined as,
(E. 8)
SILl = 1/3 [dB~ (500) + dB~ (lK) + dB~ (2K) ] ,~ . ~ ~
(E. 9)
and SILz = 1/4 [dB~ (500) + dB<:'(lK) + dB<:' (2K)~ ~ ~
+ dB <:' (4K) ] (E.10)
~
where
dB<:'(f) - octave band sound pressure level
~ ,
(dB) centered at f Hz.
E.6 Equivalent Sound Level (Leq )
Equivalent Sound Level is defined as the
energy averaged (over some period of time) sound
pressure level (OSPL, dBA or any weighting desired) .
In this study only A-weighted equivalent level L
egA
i? used, and is defined as,
Tf [10 (0 . 1dBA(t) )] dt
o
T
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(E.ll)
I
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where
dBA(t) - A-level at time t
T - Period of interest (e.g. 8 hrs., 24 hrs.,
1 yr.)
Similar equivalent levels can be obtained for other
weighted sound levels.
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APPENDIX F
EFFECTS OF NOISE ON PEOPLE
A brief sununary of noise effects, relevent for this
study, are given below .. [See Ref. (19,26,27,29,42,43,45)
for more details].
Responses to noise can be classified in general as:
I Threshold responses,
II Psychological responses,
III Performance decrement (auditory and
non-auditory tasks),
IV Hearing loss, and
V Physiological responses.
Each of these effects are described next, along with
recommended criteria from the literature. These criteria
are defined (in the literature) in terms of dBA' dBD,
PNdB, Noy, Sone, SILl' SILz, LeqA (Appendix E), Ldn ,
Loudness level, noise criteria, articulation index (AI),
DRC, EDRL, CDR, EWI (26,43,45,47,74).
F.l Threshold Levels
A typical threshold curve is shown in F1gure F.l (29).
No ill-effects are experienced at these levels.
F.2 Psychological Levels
These effects are frequently described as loud, noisy,
annoying, uncomfortable, unpleasant, intrusive, unacceptable,
etc. (26).
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FIGURE F.l Threshold of Hearing Sensitivity (29).
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Noise criteria for these responses depend on
place (outdoor, indoor, work, travelling,
etc.), and time (day, night) of exposure.
.~- '..,
... -,
In general, aversiveness begins at noise levels
between 30 to 70 dBA' and above 70dBA most people are
affected (26) .. Ref. (45) recommends Ldn (day-night average)
~ 55dBA (for outdoor-residential areas), Leq(S) ~ 55dBA
(for butdoor-recreational areas, school yards, etc.),
Ldn ~ 45dBA (for indoor-residential areas) and Leq (24)
< 45 dBA (for other indoor areas - schools, etc.).
Frequencies: 50 Hz - 10 k Hz is adequate, and pure
tones are important.
'I
I
j
t
I
I
,I
,I
I
F.3 Performance Decrement
F.3.l Auditory Effect
Primarily there are two facets to this noise
effect:
(a) Disadvantage: interferes with cowIDunication.
(b) Advantage: aids in private conversation, since
it prevents people at greater distance
from hearing.
Levels: Speech communication criteria depends on
talker-listner distance, voice effort,
background noise, type of information (e.g.
familiarity) and desired intelligibility. A
.'j
I
-"-I-
I
,
I
I
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typical noise criteria is shown in Figure F.2
(27), which is based on an articulation index
(AI) of 0.4 [~ 95% intelligibility of
sentences (26)]. Similar criteria are
available for other noise indices (26-29,42,
47) .
Frequency: Primarily, 350 Hz - 5.6 KHz
F.3.2 Non-Auditory Effects
Noise affects sleep and performance.
Levels:
(a) Sleep. Low to moderate « ~ 55 dBA) levels
of steady noise is soothing, masks disturbing
noise and hence aids in sleeping. However,
brief and fluctuating sounds at 40dBA disturbs
approximately 10% of the population (at 75dBA -
90%). Fluctuations and pure tones are especially
disturbing (27). Recommended criteria is Ldn_~
45dBA (45).
(b) Tasks. The effect of noise on tasks is un-
clear. Work efficiency improves for noise levels
below 67dBA due to arousal and masking of dis-
tracting noise (26). Steady noise below approxi-
mately 90 dBA are not disruptive, but steady noise
above 90dBA and unsteady noise > ~ 67 dBA are
often disruptive. Further, higher frequency
155
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noise (> ~ 1K Hz) and pure tones are more
disturbing (27).
F.4 Hearing Loss Effects
Two types of hearing losses are encountered~ viz.,
temporary (TTS) or permanent (PTS) threshold shifts. Only
PTS effects are discussed.
Levels: Losses are a function of noise level,
exposure history and frequency content.
Most criteria are designed to protect a
certain percentage of individuals from
occupational noise (75), against PTS
between 500 Hz to 2 KHz at some prespecified
level (43,45). They do not include 3-4 KHz
losses, although the ear is most sensitive
in these frequencies. Further they assume
natural losses due to aging (presbycusis),
although much of the loss might be due to
general noise exposure (43-45). EPA (45)
and Cohen (43) propose 70 dBA as the long
term energy average noise limits (Leg) and
Leq(B) of 75dBA for occupational sett~ngs.
F.5 Physiological Effects
Many effects are observed such as inter-sensory
effects, changes in body functions, and state of health
157
At noise levels, no greater than those
experienced in daily living activities,
physiological changes have been observed
(19,27). These include, fast muscle
reactions.(due to startle); changes in
blood flow rate, organ secretions, heart
rate changes, etc. (for brief repetitive
sounds> 70dB). However, such changes
are usually transitory, and because of
the adaptability of the human body, no con-
sistent delitarious effects on health and
well-being have emerged (19). At much higher
levels (> ~115 dB), exposures for longer
dura,tions, res1;ll t in a variety of effects,
such as loss of equilibrium (> 130 dB),
nausea, vertigo (>130 dB for short durations,
or > ~ 100 for more than 24 hrs.) etc. (19-27).
These result in a lowering of body resistence
and general health.
J
""I'
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etc. No specific indices
purpose.
Levels:
have been developed for this
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APPENDIX G
EQUIPMENT
In this appendix, equipment needed to measure and/or
record motion, noise, temperature, pressure, general
flight information, etc. are described. The equipment
was selected based on the experimental needs and ease of
operation in the field (independent power supply, portable,
etc.). The needs of each variable along with equipment
selected are described below. A summary is given in Table
3.1.
G.l Noise
Literature (34,35,40,76) revealed that passengers in·
commercial aircraft are exposed to noise in the range of
70 to 105 dBA' but most often in the range of 75 to 95 dBA
(with OSPL < 110 dB). Further the frequency range of
interest (for audio-frequency passenger noise effects)
is 50 Hz to 10.kHz (40,62). In fact, many noise indicies,
viz., dBA' dB D, PNdB, etc. (26,47, Appendix E), are defined
only for this range. Hence the equipment was selected for
these needs.
A schematic diagram of the sound measuring and record-
ing system selected for this study is shown in Figure G.l.
Its requirements and capability is sumrnerized in Table G.l.
Further, ·its signal/noise ratio, harmonic distortion and
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TABLE G.l COMPARISON OF THE REQUIREMENTS AND THE
CAPABILITY OF THE SOUND RECORDING SYSTEM
Capability of the
Requirements Equipment
Dynamic
*Range 70-105dBA, 65dB(S/N = 10)
< 110dB to 110 dB
"
Frequency
Response 50 Hz - 10 KHz 30 Hz - > 10 KHz (± 3dB)
32 Hz -- > 10 KHz (± 2dB)
*• SiN + Signal to noise ratio
I
•
I
I
I
I
I
I
,
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tape wow-flutter levels are also adequate. This system
provides interior noise time histories.
A General Radio Real-Time Analyser Model #1921 was
used to analyse the noise recordings, subsequently. Since
all the noise measures used in this study (Appendix E) can
be computed from 1/3 octave band sound pressure levels (dB i ),
(26-29,42,47) dB. 's were obtained for eight second samples
~
of all test segments. The 1/3 octave band center frequencies
are listed in Table G.2. In addition to the dB. IS, OSPL,
~
dBA and 1/3 octave spectral plots were also obtained.
In addition, noise levels (dBA) were measured for every
flight segment, using a Scott Sound Level Meter Type 451 and
recorded on log sheets. This provided on the spot noise
levels and a double check on the sound recordings.
G.2 Motion
Motion measurement involved sensing, recording and
reduction.
The motion sensing equipment, designed and fabricated
at the University of Virginia, measured three linear
accelerations (vertical, transverse and longitudinal) and
three angular velocities (pitch, roll and yaw). These
continuous measurements along with subject comfort responses
were PM-multiplexed and recorded on a UEER 4400 stereo tape
recorder. A description of the equipment is given in
Ref. (22,77,78).
TABLE G.2 NOISE DATA -- 1/3 OCTAVE
BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES
162
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Center Center
Band # Frequency (Hz) Band # Frequency (Hz)
1 25 15 630
2 31. 5 16 800
3 40 17 1K
4 50 18 1.25K
5 63 19 1.6K
6 80 20 2.0K
7 100 21 2.5K
8 125 22 3.15K
9 160 23 4.0K
10 200 24 5.0K
11 250 25 6.3K
12 315 26 8.0K
13 400 27 10.0K
14 500 28 12.5K
•"I
II
'I
I
I
I
,
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Since rms values of the motion variables accounts
for 'most of the variance in passenger reactions (22,23),
and since the motion spectra neither changes much (76) nor
contributes significantly to variance in comfort reaction
(22), only rrns values were obtained. The FM-multiplexed
data were processed by discriminators, analog to digital
converters and a PDP-II computer. With the aid of a Time
Series Analysis Computer program (70), the rrns values of
the six-degrees-of-freedom motion variables were obtained
for every flight segment.' [See Ref. (22) for more details].
G.3 Other Data
Temperature (measured using a thermometer for
every segment), general flight information (once a flight -
see Appendix C), pressure (from flight information) and
subject segment comfort responses were recorded on log
sheets. In addition, questionnaires were used to obtain
overall flight reactions from passengers in commercial
flights 'and subjects in special flights.
••
I
I
I
APPENDIX H
AIRCRAFT INTERIOR NOISE SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS
In this appendix, noise sources are identified and
their characteristics described from the literature.
Noise-generating mechanisms within aircraft can be
broadly classified as (40,62) primary and secondary.
The primary mechanisms include: propeller, engine (exhaust,
structural propagation, etc.) and aerodynamic noise. The
secondary noise-generating mechanisms are associated with:
radio, vent/cooling/heating!pressurization systems and
auxialiary power systems (e.g. hydraulic systems, starter/
generator units, etc.). In this study, the sources have
been grouped together as shown in Table H.I
~.l Engine Noise
Both reciprocating propeller and turboprop types of
enginea are considered, both of which drive propellers.
The frequencies associated with the engine noise peaks are
listed in Table H.2. Among these frequencies, blade passage
frequency usually dominates the interior noise (3,16,40,63).
In addition, frequencies between these peaks are often
included, since they are part of the engine broad band
noise (63).
The engine noise frequencies (Table H.2) for each
aircraft [see Appendix A] used in this test program is
presented in Table H.3.
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TABLE H.l
INTERIOR NOISE SOURCES
Engine (includes the entire propulsion mechanism and
propeller
Aerodynamic Noise
Radio
Vent
Auxilliary Equipment
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H.2 Aerodynamic Noise
Aerodynamic noise arises due to pressure fluctuations
in the turbulent boundary layer (41), which causes the
aircraft skin to vibrate, which then is transmitted into
the cabin as a roaring noise (80,81). The resulting
acoustic pressure is proportional to the free stream dynamic
pressure (= 1/2 p V2 ) (35,41,57-60,80,81) and its spectral
shape is given in Figure H.l (64-67). The spectra peaks
at
1.609 x V
t (H.6)
I
I
I
where,
V = cruise velocity (mph)
t - average wing thickness
1.609 - Strouhal number
The f values, for the five aircraft used in these
an
max
tests, are reported in Table H.4, which can be used (with
Figure H.l) to estimate the range of aerodynamic noise.
H.) Other Sources
The noise from radio, vent andauxilliary equipment
vary considerably from one aircraft to another.
Radio noise affects passengers only in aircraft A
since it has loudspeakers. The radio output level in
such a case has to be above the already noisy interior
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FIGURE H.l Nondimensiona1 Aerodynamic Noise Spectrum
(Ref. 64).
- - - - - Boundaries of the Spectral
Deviations
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noise in order to be effective for communication, and hence
adds to passenger discomfort .
.Vent noise resembles aerodynamic noise, since it
involves turbulent flow through ventilating ducts (41).
Its effect is felt only in the mid to high frequency range
(82), usually above 300 Hz.
Interior noise contributions from auxilliary equipment
(e.g. hydraulic, electrical systems) are usually negligible
in propeller driven aircraft and hence their effects are
not specifically included in this study.
IAPPENDIX I
SPECTRAL COMPARISONS - CONTROLLED
AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
In this appendix, the effect of variation of noise
source factors are discussed, the data for which were
collected on aircraft A (Appendix A) .
I.l Ground Test
Spectral analysis of the background and gyroscope
noise revealed that they are at least as low as the
equipment noise (60 to 65 dB, Appendix G), which is at least
25dB below the engine noise, as shown below.
Table I.l illustrates the relationship between engine
power settings and noise level (dBA) as a function of
location. The table indicates that,
(a) noise level decreases with engine power, and
(b) ground test noise levels are higher than
the corresponding flight test noise levels
(Figure 5.1). This has also been observed by
Metzger (83).
Typical 1/3 octave band engine noise spectra for the
ground tests at the locations lR and 3R are dis9layed
respectively in Figures I.l and I.2, which exhibit peaks
corresponding- to the engine noise frequencies (Table H. 3) .
Further, the engine noise (no aerodynamic noise in these
172
TABLE 1.1 THE EFFECT OF ENGINE POWER SETTING ON
INTERIOR NOISE LEVEL AS A FUNCTION OF
LOCATION ON GROUND TEST
173
•
Engine Power Location Noise Level (dBA)
Setting, Manifold·
Pressure '." ) lR 2L 3R 4L
19 90.25 91.75 92 89.25
21 92. 5 93 94.25 92.5
23 92.75 93.75 96 92.75
Mean 91.8 92.8 94.1 91.5
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tests) shows little contribution beyond 250 Hz (drops at
~ 40dBjdecade).
1.2 Spectral Comparisons on Controlled Flights
The effect of variations of noise source factors
(Table 2.5) on noise spectra and comfort responses are
discussed next.
Figure 1.3a illustrates the spectral difference
between the segments involving cruise at 5000' and that
at 9000'. Due to higher aerodynamic noise contribution
(at 5000') noise
dBA are higher.
levels (dB.) beyond the 315 HZ, OSPL and
1
The valleys at 40, 62, 125 and 250 Hz
may be due to higher power requirement at 9000'. The net
effect is no change in comfort response (C
s
).
Spectral difference in the climb segments, (0 to 3000'
and 7000 to 9000') illustrated in Figure 1.3b, indicates
only the effect of aerodynamic noise (> 250 Hz). Hence
OSPL, dBA and Cs are. higher at lower altitudes.
The noise spectral difference between climb and
descent segments is shown in Figure 1.3c.1t shows that
during descent, the engine noise (40,125,250 Hz peaks),
the aerodynamic noise (> 250 Hz), OSPL and dBA are lower.
However, due to pressure effects (pain in ear etc.),
anxiety, and frequent occurrence of motion sickness (19),
C
s
is higher.
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Spectral comparison at two velocities (Figure I.3d)
shows that, the engine noise (40,62,250 Hz) and OSPL are
higher, and the aerodynamic noise and dBA lower at lower
velocity. Due to the dominance of mid and high frequency
noise effects, a net reduction in C
s
(comfort) is observed.
Spectral effects of radio (Figure I.3e) indicates that
radio contributes to noise in the range of 1.25 K to 2.5 K
Hz, which results in a higher dBA' OSPL and C
s
.
Although closing the vent (Figure I.3f) results in a
lower OSPL and dBA' due to a reduction in fresh air (17,19,
20) and a feeling of stuffiness, C
s
increases.
No change at 125 Hz is seen at higher engine power
settings (Figure I.3g), although a higher OSPL, dBA and
C are observed.
s
Inter-location noise spectral differences are shown
in Figure I.4. The noise levels at all locations exceed
the background noise level which shows that the noise levels
at all bands are valid. Further~ a consistent reduction in
noise from the front to the rear is observed for OSPL, dBA'
the engine noise (125 Hz, due to relative proximity) and
the aerodynamic noise [400 to 1000 Hz - also reported by
Bishop (59)]. However, the inter-location differences
were small « 5dB) and were within 1 cr of the cruise noise
spectra (Figure 5.4). The corresponding changes in C was
s
also consistent (Figure 5.1).
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APPENDIX J
EFFECT ON HEARING ABILITY
In addition to the effect of interior noise on
passenger psychological responses and performance decrement,
they are also exposed to noise levels which can cause
hearing damage [Appendix F, Ref. (44)]. This effect is
discussed next.
In the literature, many methods are available for
evaluating the effect of noise on hearing; prominent among
them are Damage Risk criteria (84), Effective Damage Risk
criteria (26), OSHA criteria [Walsh-Healey Act, Ref. (75)],
Early Loss Index (74) and Hearing Level Index (74).
However, these are designed to predict the hearing loss
experienced, or to protect hearing ability, at the end of
the working life when people are exposed to occupational
noise for eight hours every working day of their life.
None of these criteria are useful in evaluating the hearing
noise effects of the commuter flights.
But an EPA criteria (45) was useful in determining
hearing noise effects on these flights. It establishes
70 dBA as the long-term-energy-average-noise-limit (L ) .
. . eqA
This establishes a limit, on a combination of noise
level,' noise spectra and exposure history (Appendix F) .
Hence, the limit to safeguard passenger hearing ability is
not only a function of the noise level and duration of
186
187
exposure on the commuter flights, but also that of the
noise encountered when not on the system.
The relationship between these factors to safeguard
passenger hearing ability, is plotted in Figure J.l for
typical noise levels and durations experienced in commuter
flights (see text). Safe exposure durations on the commuter
flights are expressed in terms of the flight noise levels
and the noise levels experienced when not on the system.
Maximum durations for each flight noise level are also
given in the figure, corresponding to the absence of non-
system noise. In addition, typical daily noise exposures
for office workers, housewives and children (85,86) are
plotted on the figure, which can be used to determine safe
noise exposures for them. Thus, a typical business
traveller (office worker) should travel, on commuter flights
with average noise level of 85dBA, no more than 122 hrs./year
on an average. Similar limits can be determined for other
flight noise environments and for various non-system noise
exposure patterns.
Hence, a methodology for establishing permissible
noise exposure has been demonstrated. These can be used
to safeguard passenger hearing ability.
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